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Product Description

Review
'To keep it fresh into the 39th volume of a series deserves a knighthood...Snuff is entertaining, with all Pratchett's genius on display. He still makes you care about his
creations and, amid all the funnies, he can turn on the pathos.'
--Sunday Express

Book Description
The new Discworld novel from the master sees Sam Vimes investigating a countryhouse murder, and is Terry Pratchett's fiftieth book.
See all Product Description
Inside This Book (Learn More)
Browse Sample Pages
Front Cover | Copyright | Excerpt | Back Cover
Search inside this book:
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Harry Potter And The Deathly Hallows Part 2 [DVD] [2011] ~ Daniel Radcliffe DVD
(69)
£8.47
I Shall Wear Midnight: Discworld Novel 38: A Discworld Novel (Discworld Novels) by Sir Terry Pratchett Mass Market Paperback
(159)
£4.47
Equal Rites: A Discworld Novel by Sir Terry Pratchett Paperback
(46)
£3.60
The Wee Free Men: Discworld Novel 30 (Discworld Novels) by Sir Terry Pratchett Mass Market Paperback
(83)
£4.33
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Average Customer Review
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Share your thoughts with other customers:

Most Helpful Customer Reviews
21 of 22 people found the following review helpful:
Real world comes to Discworld in a moral fable., 21 Oct 2011
By Andrew Dalby "ardalby" (oxford) - See all my reviews
This review is from: Snuff: Discworld Novel 39 (Hardcover)
Commander Vimes is sent to the Shires to his wife's estate for a holiday. But crime seems to follow
him anyway and when he finds that a murder has been committed he starts to bring city justice to
the country. This means dealing with hot-headed blacksmiths, the poo lady and a Chief Constable
who is an expert in Bhangbhangduc, and those are just the "good guys".
Reviewers have said that Sir Terry's books of late are very hit and miss, that they are not as funny
as they used to be. They are certainly much longer and less punchy. The humour is much more
droll, but more importantly the books are much more thoughtful. Unseen Academicals started the
story of racism, with an Orcish footballer who had all the traits of a certain England forward. This
time it is the Goblins and how attitudes can be changed, taking them from being vermin to being
people. They reflect the times they are written and the issues that are important to Sir Terry.
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These are much more serious books, there always was an underlying moral sense to Discworld but
in these latest books it is the morality that is more important than the humour. These are morality
tales with the real bits left in. In Vimes' world he cannot wave a magic wand so everything turns
our better - so he has to take a much more pragmatic route. This makes the book much more
thoughtful and much slower than the mad-cap early Discworld, so while they are no longer 5 stars
for humour, they are 5 stars for their emotional commitment you and making you think.
Help other customers find the most helpful reviews

Report abuse | Permalink
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

6 of 6 people found the following review helpful:
Very enjoyable outing for Sam Vimes, 24 Oct 2011
By Catrin (Wales) - See all my reviews
This review is from: Snuff (Discworld Novels) (Kindle Edition)
I understand all the comments being made about the different style of this book compared with
Terry P's pre 2005 books but I thoroughly enjoyed this and finished it within a couple of days (held
up only by the Rugby World Cup!)
Sam Vimes and his family are a favourite of mine and I particularly liked the character
development of Young Sam and Willikins, although Vetinari seemed to be less formidable than we
are used to.
I don't understand previous comments about the Kindle edition which was fine - a few editing
problems but parr for the course.
Roll on the next book!
Help other customers find the most helpful reviews

Report abuse | Permalink
Comment

Was this review helpful to you?

26 of 28 people found the following review helpful:
Any Vimes is better than no Vimes, but..., 17 Oct 2011
By Alice (Earth) - See all my reviews

Still wonderful
Terry Pratchett is consistently brilliant. He writes
with humour and empathy and uses fantasy to
weave moral fables and tell great tales.
Read more
Published 15 hours ago by Reader Steve
Possibly his best . . .
. . . but then I've thought that about the last ten
or twelve Discworld books. As always Sir Terry
takes on contemporary issues in a wonderful
parable of the way we live now... Read more
Published 22 hours ago by John Mccartney
Different But
Ok So there is a slight difference to some of TPs
other books but they all vary slightly anyway. As
a book I think it is better than a few of his earlier
works - jingo for... Read more
Published 23 hours ago by Cordoba
Up to snuff
The latest in the series of Discworld books
focussing on Commander Vimes of the Ankh
Morporkh City Watch is a good read - I thoroughly
enjoyed it. Read more
Published 1 day ago by Longshot
loved it
why cant tp have something we can do something
about! i would happily give him a kidney or half a
liver if he could continue writing books that give
so much pleasure to millions... Read more
Published 1 day ago by chrisfiggy

This review is from: Snuff: Discworld Novel 39 (Hardcover)
I was so excited about the release of Snuff. I love the Discworld books, the Watch series constitute
my favourite story arc and Vimes is my favourite character within them (and probably my favourite
literary character), however I found this book slightly... different.
I found it took a quite a long time to get going; there is a lot of reflection at the beginning rather
than the action which is traditional of the Watch books. I think the initial slow pace is linked to
Vimes' discomfort with the boring countryside; it only really starts to get going after the first
hundred and fifty pages or so.
I also found that a lot of the characters seemed a little out of character. Willikins really comes into
his own, and is developed brilliantly, but his characterisation is quite different to the Willikins of the
other books. Sybil seems a lot more, uh, forceful in this book. The other guards felt kind of tacked
on, the villains were faceless, Vimes felt...weird.

Woo Hoo Love this book!
Well finally... after the wait the next discworld
book arrived and a Vimes novel at that :-) Life is
good. Read more
Published 2 days ago by A Smith
Who wrote this novel?
It may seem a ridiculous suggestion, and one
makes it only after much reluctant consideration,
but I have to question whether Terry Pratchett
actually wrote this book at all. Read more
Published 2 days ago by D. Bramhall

I really enjoyed Thud! and Vimes' battle with the Summoning Dark. At first I welcomed the Dark's
cameo, but I think it was a little overplayed. What happened to the Guarding Dark anyway? Vimes
seemed to be deviating a bit from Lawful Good in this book; I thought he was supposed to carry
the law like a beacon wherever he went!

We need to talk about goblins
Sam Vimes needs, in the opinion of Sybil, his
wife, a holiday and so is packed off to her
ancestral estates to enjoy the apparent peace and
quiet of the countryside. Read more

Snuff takes a rather more serious tone with fewer laugh-out-loud gags, and some occasional
clunky writing, I feel terrible for saying this but I found it hard not to read without thinking about
Pratchett's illness and wondering how much it was affecting his writing. Snuff is not one of the best
Discworld books but having said this I did finish it in a day and I did still enjoy it despite my
quibbles.

Published 2 days ago by David A. Harris

Help other customers find the most helpful reviews
Was this review helpful to you?
Share your thoughts with other customers:
› See all 55 customer reviews...

Report abuse | Permalink
Comments (4)

Terrys Best? Well I Think So.
I've been reading about the Discworld from the
start and apart from Light Fantastic and Colour of
Money have never been dissapointed by the
extremely high standard of Terrys... Read more
Published 4 days ago by Stephen F. Wilkins
Terry P is the Charlie D for our
time, see? Snuff is not to be sneezed at!
Having bought and read "Snuff" (and you'd have
had a job keeping me from doing so) I'm
intrigued by the less than stellar reviews it's
getting, albeit I have a few thoughts of my...
Read more
Published 4 days ago by R. A. Caton
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